In a cosmological perspective, gravitational induction is explored as a source to mechanical inertia in line with Mach's principle. Within the standard model of cosmos, considering the expansion of the universe and the necessity of retarded interactions, it is found that the assumed dynamics may account for a signi cant part of an object's inertia.
Introduction
The present day limit on the equivalence between gravitational and inertial mass is one part in [1, 2] . There have been many attempts trying to explain this equivalence, the main stream being based on Mach's principle stating that inertia originates in a mutual interaction between bodies [3, 4] . Frequently it has been assumed that the gravitational counterpart to the electrodynamic inductive e ect is the appropriate interaction [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The present analysis further develops these ideas. Since the inductive interaction is inversely proportional to distance, its contribution will increase with distance assuming a homogeneous and isotropic universe. Since the universe is expanding and continuously changing it is necessary to take into account a retarded interaction. Through the measurements of WMAP [10] and Planck [11] collaborations, the scale factor, mass densities and Hubble's constant are today known with remarkable accuracy, making it meaningful to explore the potential of detailed inertia analyses in a cosmological perspective.
Similar analyses taking into account retarded interactions have been done before [12, 13] . In the summary section below the crucial di erences between those analyses and this one will be pointed out. *Corresponding Author: Kjell Prytz: University of Gavle, SE-80176 Gavle, Sweden, E-mail: Kjell.Prytz@hig.se, gun4nu@telia.com
The gravitational inductive interaction
The interaction considered dominates at large distance. For that reason the gravitational eld is weak and the linearised weak-eld approximation of Einstein's general relativity may be utilized. These were rst derived in 1922 by Einstein in his book 'The meaning of relativity' [4] . The approximation may also be formulated as a set of equations equivalent to Maxwell's electrodynamic equations, then called the Gravitational ElectroMagnetic theory (GEM) [14] :
whereĒ andB are the gravitational elds corresponding to the electric and magnetic elds, ρ is the mass density, j is the mass current density, G is the gravitational constant and c is the speed of mediation which is taken as speed of light. Apart from some factors GEM theory is equivalent to Maxwell theory. This is not a coincidence since the magnetic and inductive e ects are kinematic e ects arising through Lorentz transformations of the static interactions [15] . An essential di erence between Maxwell's electrodynamic equations and GEM is that the Faraday-Henry induction formula in the former case is inferred from closed conductor dynamics with charges moving along the closed path. In this case, Weber showed [16, 17] that the electrodynamic induction e ect may be formulated as a force action
for an interaction between object and at a distance r. In 1953, Sciama used Maxwell's equations to propose an analogue in gravitation. His result turns out to be the direct gravitational equivalent of the Weber formulā
Sciama was then able to qualitatively demonstrate a possible gravitational origin of inertia [6] . Before GEM theory was developed, Will and Nordtvedt expressed the linearised Einstein equations in a formalism called parametrised-post-Newtonian equations [18] . From these equations Nordtvedt derived in 1988 the gravitational inductive interaction in the weak-eld limit [5] :
valid for free masses. A similar formula is found in Einstein's book from 1922 [4] , where Einstein claims the gravitational inductive dynamics to be the source of inertia, although no quantitative analysis was done. In the latest edition of the book from 1956 the discussion and conclusion about inertia are unchanged. Formula (7) may also be obtained from the GEM formulation of ref. [14] .
In the present analysis, formula (7) will be used to estimate its contribution to inertial mass.
Inertia from Mach's principle
Frequently Mach's principle is discussed and analysed with respect to a rotating earth-bound frame exhibiting inertia through centrifugal e ects. Through the interaction with the distant stars, which rotate in the rest frame of the observer, inertia is generated. This is qualitatively explained through an interaction via the inductive gravitational force, the acceleration being centripetal.
In this paper, the simpler case of linear motion is considered for which Mach's principle works in the following conceptual way. Consider the mutual interaction of a pair of uncharged massive objects with respect to the gravitational inductive force, Figure 1 . The inductive e ect is obtained in the rest frame of object 2. The apparent acceleration of object 1 generates the inductive force on object 2.
Let object accelerate externally (left gure). In the rest frame of object , object accelerates in the opposite direction (right gure). The acceleration of object causes a same directed inductive force on object . Since in the rest frame of object the total force vanishes:
is obtained, where m and m are the gravitational masses, m −inert is the inertial mass, and γ(u) is the relativistic factor depending on the speed u of the object. While the speed due to the external acceleration is assumed to be small, there is no limit on the speed u (apart from being less than speed of light) since it is due to the expansion of the universe. The relativistic factor γ(u) is therefore introduced treated as a constant for each elementary interaction to be considered in this context. Apart from this relativistic factor γ(u), Nordtvedt derived and used formula (8) to estimate the inertia contribution of the earth due to self-gravitation, i.e. the inductive interaction among the mass elements of the body when externally accelerated as a whole. It was found that the contribution amounts to one part in and is therefore not negligible [5] .
Cosmology
Nordtvedt's formula (8) will now be applied to estimate the contribution to inertia of a mass m due to the gravitational inductive interaction from all the other masses of the known and casually connected universe. This complements Nordtvedt's self-gravitational calculation. The mass m corresponds accordingly to the rest of the universe. When the mass m is externally accelerated all other mass elements of the universe will act as in Figure 1 .
The inertial mass is then given by
where the mass density ρ(te) and volume element dV are given at 'emission time' (retarded time) te. r(t ) is the distance between m and the mass element ρ(te)dV at observation time t and V is the present volume of the universe. The speed u is obtained from Hubble's law, i.e. the distance between the objects at observation time t times Hubble's constant. The time coordinates are de ned as the time after Big Bang which appears at t = .
Since the universe is expanding during the interaction, the distance at observation time depends on the ex-pansion rate. Therefore a scale factor a(t) is introduced describing the expansion rate, de ned as
where the integral ranges from emission to observation time [19] . The scale factor is obtained from the standard cosmological model, the concordance ΛCDM, based on the Friedman-Robertson-Walker metric.
is obtained, valid from the time of matter domination to in nite time [20] . This is relevant in our case since the radiation dominated period is so short and far away in time that it gives negligible contribution.
Hubble's constant. Ω is the fractional density of respective source consisting of -Radiation ρr(t ) = . · − kg/m -Matter (including dark matter)
where all data are taken from the results of the Planck collaboration [11] . The evolutions of the densities are controlled by the scale factor such that [19] ρ(te) = ρr(t ) a(te)
so that a(t ) = . The density of dark energy is constant over time. It is assumed that space is at in accordance with observation [11] . The physical volume element at the retarded time dV is then given by
where dΨ is the element of solid angle. Assuming an isotropic universe dΨ = π. The formula under consideration (9) may then be written
where the radiation density has been neglected since it gives negligible contribution. The integration over the distance is taken from to the Hubble radius R H since at this distance the objects move at speed of light relative each other and no graviton can be absorbed. The fractional contribution φ to inertia due to gravitational induction becomes
dr(t ). (14)

Results
The integral (14) was computed in Matlab in conjunction with formula (10) to get the emission time te. Technically this was done by searching for the solution w.r.t. te of the equation
using the Matlab function 'fzero', for each value of r(t ). The age of the universe t was taken as [19] 
The fractional contribution φ to inertia due to gravitational induction was then calculated as φ = . , φm = . , φ Λ = .
where φm and φ Λ are the contributions from matter (including dark matter) and dark energy respectively. The graph shows the relative contribution to inertia versus distance between objects. The main contribution originates at an emission time more than 4 Gyears ago when matter dominated the universe. The reason is that the inductive force varies as /r, making the inertia integral to increase linearly with distance. Accordingly, the past long distant sources dominate over those at close distances up to the point where the gamma factor starts to suppress the integrand regulating the necessary vanishing at the Hubble radius.
Although the dark energy density dominates today, it did not do so in the past since its density stays constant while the matter density varies as /a . Therefore the matter source gives the main contribution to inertia.
Within the assumed cosmological model, the concordance ΛCDM, the errors are due to experimental uncertainties of the densities and Hubble's constant together with the modelling uncertainties of the scale factor.
Scale factor
An overall uncertainty of 10% is assumed. This a ects the result by 8%. A cross check with a di erent suggested parametrisation was done [19] where the Friedman formula is solved assuming single dominating sources of mass density giving di erent parametrisations for the di erent eras. Using these parametrisations gives almost the same result.
Mass density
Planck coll. gives [11] ρm ( Summing these sources in quadrature gives a total error of 13 %. Within the assumed model the gravitational inductive contribution to inertia nally becomes φ = . ± . .
Summary and discussion
The existence of gravitational inductive e ects within general relativity is well established. Since their nature is to counteract an external acceleration of a single object they contribute to inertia. The interaction cannot be identical to the electrodynamic counterpart since in this case the constituents are like charges and therefore statically repelling. Additionally, in electrodynamics the inductive force is inferred from studies of closed conductors. However, there ought to be an analogue since the inductive effects are kinematic and arise from a Lorentz transformation of the static interaction. Indeed, for free masses, statically attracting, the weak-eld low velocity approximation of general relativity provides an inductive interaction similar to the Weber force in electrodynamics forming a basis for an inertia analysis in a cosmological perspective. To this end, a cosmological model is needed. Through the recent measurements of the satellite telescopes WMAP and Planck, a standard model of cosmology has emerged, the so-called concordance ΛCDM model utilized in this paper. This model is based on Big Bang and assumes the existence of dark matter and dark energy. The latter accounts for a universe in accelerated expansion and is related to Einstein's cosmological constant Λ. There are still many unanswered questions within this model such as the true nature of dark matter and dark energy. In this analysis these were treated as ordinary energies contributing to the inertia integral in the same manner as ordinary matter. The well-known cosmological scale factor was used to nd the density of matter/energy at the retarded time, i.e. time of graviton emission, which provides the mass of the cosmic element interacting with the considered object. In this way all mass elements of the known universe could be integrated. The total interaction appearing when the object under consideration is externally linearly accelerated was then found to be able to account for a substantial part of inertial mass of the object with a signi cant accuracy.
It was also found that far distant objects, i.e. objects more than 5 Gly away, contribute mostly to inertia, corresponding to the era of the matter dominated universe. This far distant interaction together with low externally generated velocity of the considered object are the necessary conditions to ensure the validity of the GEM approximation of general relativity. It is also in accordance with Mach's principle stating that the interactions causing inertia arise from the most distant objects, plausible since inertia is directionally independent.
Finally we comment on previous analyses in the retarded interaction picture [12, 13] . These are both based on the Sciama force (6) di ering by a factor of 4 from formula (7) derived within general relativity and used here. Furthermore, both previous works assume a causal sphere equal to the particle horizon whereas there is no need for an upper limit of the integral in (9) since it is regulated by the gamma factor appearing in the right hand side of formula (8) . The cosmological model used in this analysis is equivalent to that used in ref. [13] , although the latter did not have access to the recent cosmological data and therefore lacks an error analysis. However, ref. [12] assumes the Einstein-deSitter cosmological model with the critical density taken as the present day matter density, which bears very little resemblance with the contemporary understanding of the cosmos.
